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[DEFINITION] We offer up some of our favorite podcasts for your listening pleasure. If you're looking for something a little more edgy than
your traditional "how-to" business podcasts, we've got you covered. Podcasts can be an excellent vehicle for reaching and connecting with your
audience. Hosts and their guests can provide invaluable insight to the challenges and breakthroughs faced in their field. With the onslaught of
podcasts, it can be overwhelming to decide which ones to explore. We've broken down some of our favorite podcasts by industry to make it a

bit easier. Our favorite podcasts are broken down into categories like personal development, leadership, creative, business, and more. Check out
our recommendations for this collection, hand-picked by our editors! We've got you covered. You’ll find these podcasts helpful for any

entrepreneur or small business owner. Here are a few of our favorites. The Podcast for Personal Development & Psychological Wellness Lively
and amusing, the first episode of “Self-Care is Sexy” is chock-full of nuggets about self-care, vulnerability, purpose, and how to create change
in your life for the better. The show hosts Susan Winter and Amber McCauley, who are married and work together as podcast partners, discuss
topics related to self-care, which include but are not limited to: self-respect, intuition, vulnerability, and being authentic. The podcast takes you
through personal discoveries and real life stories about topics that aren’t always discussed openly. If you’re looking for new ideas for self-care
and self-acceptance, this podcast will be right up your alley. Listen here. Our Favorite Leadership Podcasts The Fast Company team hosts this
podcast that is focused on leadership, innovation, and change. Our Favorite Business Podcasts The guests on The Tipping Point are insightful
and always encouraging. The founders of their website and podcast, Karyn McBride and Dave Dryden, have been in the business of helping
people succeed and create for nearly 20 years. With the wisdom and experience of the founders, the guests on this podcast are insightful and

always encouraging. This podcast focuses on successful and influential companies and individuals. Our Favorite Podcasts for Creatives &
Artisans The voice of the artistic community, Chet Hardin hosts a
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